You know us as Community Pregnancy Clinics, Inc. (CPCI), the ones who’ve so far saved more than
15,000 babies from abortion since our founding in 1974. The ones helping women who regret taking
RU486 (“the abortion pill”) to save their babies with free Abortion Pill Rescue treatment. The ones
with seven professional medical clinics, two of them on wheels, providing free and life-affirming
services to a population of 2.5 million in eight Florida counties to date.
But there’s an important group of people in our state — the young adult student population in
Gainesville — who are getting to know us not so much as a life-affirming pregnancy clinic … but as
a trusted, professional and confidential resource for their sexual health and wellbeing.
And do they ever need us!
A dark force is at work in Gainesville, just
like in major college towns across the
country. As national statistics will attest,
an insidious culture that encourages a
risky sexual lifestyle is turning campuses
into primary breeding grounds for
unwanted pregnancy, sexually transmitted
infections (STIs), abortion, and broken
lives. These are the tragic symptoms of a
campus culture now undermining the
potential of top-rated University of
Florida’s students — our future healthcare professionals, business leaders, teachers and parents.
When these young adults seek relief from their symptoms, will they find only the world’s “solutions”
… contraception that is never reliable ... surgical abortions that destroy lives ... or the equally
devastating chemical abortions that promise to make ending a pregnancy as “easy” and “convenient”
as popping two pills?
Not on our watch.
With a groundswell of support from caring people like you, CPCI is working overtime in Gainesville to
eradicate the cause — the campus hook-up culture — through our newly launched, unprecedented,
forward-thinking, campus outreach program: YOUNIVERSITY. And just as our founding mission to help
moms and save babies from abortion depends on generous supporters like you, so does
YOUNIVERSITY need you standing shoulder-to-shoulder in this effort to protect and promote Life on
campus.
Please read on to learn more …
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The compelling facts shown at right are the driving
force behind CPCI’s strategic and multi-faceted
YOUNIVERSITY campus outreach initiative, where
success is defined by lives touched and transformed.
YOUNIVERSITY was launched in 2019 with the opening
of CPCI’s fifth professional medical clinic in
Gainesville. Providentially located within footsteps of
the University of Florida campus, CPCI Gainesville is
in the thick of a culture that literally needs life support.
Peel back the onion, and you’ll find Alachua County
is home to UF and Santa Fe College, both in
Gainesville where students comprise 58% of the
population. Here, as national and state statistics
demonstrate, the “hook up” culture is prevalent in the
15-to-24-year-old age group of teens and young
adults. And it is here—perhaps more than anywhere
else in Florida—that the potential for change is
powerful and far-reaching.
Through YOUNIVERSITY, CPCI seeks to prevent
“crisis” pregnancies, abortions, STIs and shattered
futures by taking direct aim at the culture which is
their root cause. It begins by connecting with
America’s—and Florida’s—most abortion vulnerable
population: College Students.

Florida’s highest abortion ratios* and
rates of sexually transmitted infections
(STIs) are found in counties with the
largest university enrollments.
Gainesville’s population of 131,000
includes 76,000 students attending
the University of Florida and Santa Fe
College.
In Alachua County, home of the
University of Florida at Gainesville, 560
babies are aborted for every 1,000
live births.
Young people age 15 to 24 account for
over 50% of the 22 million cases of
STIs reported annually.
Alachua County’s STI rate** is 845.2
— 175% higher than the overall rate
for the state.
* Number of abortions per 1,000 live births
** Chlamydia cases per 100,000 as of 2017

Chlamydia Cases per 100,000 population, 2017

Alachua County

845.2
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Named by U.S. News & World
Report as a Top Seven public
university, the University of Florida
attracts the best and the brightest
students from all parts of Florida.
Notice the areas with the highest
UF student enrollment tend to
have the highest abortion ratios.
How might this impact each and
every UF student—possibly your
own son, daughter, grandchild or
friend—who will spend at least
four years of their young,
impressionable life influenced by a
culture that sanctions all varieties
of sexual activity outside of
marriage, along with contraception and abortion!
Now consider the reverse. What if
we can change their hearts and
minds?
The Abortion Ratio is the number of
abortions per 1,000 live births. Data
Source: Florida Agency for Health Care
Administration—2016 Reported
Induced Terminations of Pregnancy by
County.
University of Florida Student
Enrollment data source: Student
Information File (SIF) as reported to the
State University System of Florida
Board of Governors. Last updated
4/19/2019.
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Each year, Gainesville turns out thousands upon thousands of young, ambitious, graduates with
tens of thousands more in line to follow. The most recent data posted on the University of Florida’s
career center website confirms the overwhelming majority of UF graduates start their careers and
families here in our state. Many pursue
careers in healthcare — as nurses, doctors
and other practitioners in the public health
arena, health administration, health
10%
Engineering
education, life sciences, psychology and
Healthcare
8%
more. Their influence is also felt in the allimportant field of education, as teachers,
Unspecified
administrators and policy makers.
6%
46%

Clearly, they have enormous potential to
make a difference. YOUniversity aims for
every student to graduate not only with
academic honors, but as champions of Life.

4%

Education/Teaching
All Others
Combined

Source: 2016-2017 UF Graduation Survey
https://career.ufl.edu/2016-2017+Student+Outcomes
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“Meeting people where they are.” It might sound like a cliché, but reaching today’s students where
they are is profoundly important. That’s why Planned Parenthood and its allies are sure to be found
on campus sponsoring high-profile events and pitching their ideologies and “solutions” to vulnerable
young minds. And that is why:
YOUNIVERSITY is 100% “studentcentric”, with a visible and active
presence throughout the student
community — not just within the
walls of CPCI’s Gainesville clinic,
strategically decorated in UF colors
and overlooking the Gators’ football
stadium! YOUNIVERSITY aims to be
the one resource for all students,
whether they’re pregnant on campus or looking for trusted information and support as they struggle
with a sexual issue. Through YOUNIVERSITY, we are working to inspire healthy sexual choices by
gaining students’ trust that CPCI is “not your mother’s pregnancy clinic” — i.e., not the stereotypical
pregnancy center portrayed in the media as a place that shames “girls in trouble.” We offer real, lifechanging solutions and counseling for both women and men, for all aspects of their sexual health —
always free of charge, and all with CPCI’s trademark “care, compassion and choices.”
YOUNIVERSITY is a part of campus life through a growing network of strategic alliances with student
health providers and advocacy groups … campus internship programs for future medical and
healthcare professionals … student government organizations … sororities and fraternities … and
faith-based groups and area churches.
YOUNIVERSITY is involved in student life through our presence at largely attended events. From new
student orientations and housing fairs to student festivals, parades and Gators’ tailgate parties—
YOUNIVERSITY aims to be there armed with life-affirming information and support.
YOUNIVERSITY is information, tools and support for the young adult on campus who is pressured on
all sides by the “hook up” Culture of Death. Through CPCI’s professional counsellors, guest speakers
and allies, our aim is to counter the destructive, prevalent culture with fundamental truths, rooted in
natural law, about sexual integrity and the sanctity of human life.

We know from 45 years of helping moms and saving babies that CPCI’s passion to protect and
nurture Life is both transformative and infectious. CPCI clients and their families are likely to be
transformed into “carriers” of — and cheerleaders for — our cause. The same can be said of the
college interns and volunteers who work alongside us in our clinics … the middle and high school
students, teachers and parents who attend our free Sexual Health and Relationship Education
(SHARE) seminars … and, really, everyone, including you, who experiences CPCI’s positive influence
in their community.
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Together, all of us are the “leaven” — with power to raise a Culture of Life throughout Florida. You’ve
heard “it takes a village to raise a child” … but once they’re raised it takes an army to protect our
young adults from the pervasive “hook-up” culture and enlist them in our cause. YOUNIVERSITY is that
army, comprised of CPCI medical professionals, experienced staff, volunteers, interns, strategic
partners and allies, and concerned individuals who support this program with their time, talent and
treasure. That is why the success of YOUNIVERSITY is not measured by the number of clients seen,
services provided or babies saved—but by the number of lives touched.

Practically speaking, we cannot directly engage with
76,000 college students each year. But we can confidently
project the steady rise of lives CPCI will influence—and the
potentially far-reaching impact this can have. Case in
point: When CPCI opened its second medical clinic in
2007 within view of Planned Parenthood in Fort Myers, 30
babies were saved from abortion at this location during its
first year. By the end of the second year, that number
soared by over 1,000%, with 364 babies saved. By 2017,
the CPCI Fort Myers clinic had helped 5,447 moms
choose life for their babies—an increase of over 18,000%
over a ten-year period! Meanwhile, the Lee County
abortion ratio nosedived 37%, from over 400 to 265 babies aborted per 1,000 live births. Consider
the power behind those first 30 women who walked through the doors of the Fort Myers clinic … the
small staff of professionals and volunteers who served them ... and the loyal CPCI supporters who
helped make it possible. Consider the countless lives each of these people touched and transformed
over that time!

As they say on Wall Street, past performance cannot guarantee future
results — but it’s a fair indicator of future success. Consider how CPCI’s Fort
Myers data alone might forecast the impact of YOUNIVERSITY in Gainesville.
If YOUNIVERSITY reaches just one percent of the current Gainesville
student population—760 students—during its first year, we might
expect to reach a total of nearly 140,000 students over ten years—not to
mention the indirect impact this will have on those students’ friends, families,
coworkers and communities … and, ultimately, Florida’s abortion ratios.

10-YEAR
GOAL:

Reduce
Florida’s
Abortion
Ratios
overall by

25%
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We’ve just thrown a lot of numbers at
you because, in a very practical sense,
the battle for life is a numbers game.
We never lose sight, however, of the
reality that each number represents a
precious life with unfathomable
potential — from that of the unborn
child … to its mother and father … to
the young adult navigating his or her
way through the campus culture.
And let’s not forget you, with your
enormous potential to impact countless
lives in Florida as a supporter of
Community Pregnancy Clinics. In fact,
we’ve created the YOUNIVERSITY CLUB
for people just like you, and we urge
you to join today in one or more ways,
as follows:
With your generous donation in any amount, you’ll help fund life-affirming and professional services
and support, plus targeted events and activities for the duration of a typical student’s college years.
Send us recruits! Refer your prolife University of Florida daughter, son, grandchild or acquaintance
to our Gainesville clinic to enroll in YOUNIVERSITY and help champion our cause on campus.
Help grow financial support for YOUNIVERSITY by introducing us to your local and regional business
and faith organizations. We’ll come armed with a brief presentation and information about how
YOUniversity can impact your area of Florida.

Gary Ingold, CPCI Chief Executive Officer
239-262-6381
gingold@community4life.com
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